A TALE OF TWO HORSES
QUALIFIED ANIMAL BEHAVIOURIST
AND TRAINER KATHIE GREGORY, HAD
A WONDERFUL SURPRISE FOR HER
40TH BIRTHDAY - 2 HORSES! THE
HORSES (AND HER HUSBAND MATT!)
INSPIRED KATHIE TO TAKE ON THE
CHALLENGE OF BECOMING AN
AUTHOR AND WRITE HER FIRST BOOK
‘A TALE OF TWO HORSES’.

A true friendship based
on trust and affection.
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was surprised and thrilled to
receive two horses as a 40th
birthday present from my
husband. I had never thought
that owning horses would be a reality
for me, it was just a dream. But, here I
was, the very happy owner of two
Thoroughbreds, both ex-racers. I fell
in love with Charlie and Star the
moment I saw them.
It was such a big deal to own my
own horses that I didn't want to forget
anything, so, almost immediately I
started documenting Charlie’s and
Star's behaviour, my observations,
how our interactions went; how they
progressed. I'd never kept a diary, but
soon I was adding entry after entry,
wanting to preserve forever those
wonderful moments; the pleasure I
got from these two horses.
I knew right from the start that I
would keep them in as natural a way
as possible, allowing their bodies to
behave as nature had made them:

I

barefoot, with unclipped coats. The
factors which would ensure that
Charlie and Star developed physically
strong and competent bodies –
behaviour, nutrition, management,
environment, health, and exercise –
are interlinked, and work together to
provide the best conditions for
physical and emotional health. As a
qualified behaviourist working
exclusively force-free, I use free will
teaching to enable Charlie and Star to
be self aware, confident and content,
and they know how to manage their
own behaviour and emotions in order
to live a truly happy life.
This also has a great beneficial
impact on physical health. They eat as
nature intended, with balanced
minerals to support their bodies
against any deficiencies that come
from living in a domestic environment.
Their feet are trimmed according to
seasonal hoof growth differences to
ensure they remain strong, and we are

always in front of any potential issues;
never trying to catch up. Management
is as much in-line with how horses live
naturally as it is possible to be in our
environment. Our setup gives Charlie
and Star freedom to choose how they
spend their days, as well as the ability
to exercise themselves.
The change in Charlie and Star has
been phenomenal. Everyone who has
met them has commented on how
much they have changed; how calm
and balanced they both are, and how
unlike the usually accepted
Thoroughbred. Of course,
stereotypes are just that, and how
horses are actually treated has a huge
impact on how their breed traits
present, and how they form responses
to what we ask of them.
The journal I kept might have
remained as just something for me to
look back on, and remember how far
we'd come, but for the suggestion that
others might be interested to learn
Charlie is content, happy and confident.

how I've achieved such calm and
content horses – especially considering
that, when they arrived, Charlie and
Star had rather significant behavioural
and health issues. That suggestion just
wouldn't go away, so I spent the next
few days turning over the idea in my
mind. I had documented almost an
entire year by this point, so the
content was there, and it was just the
small issue (or so I thought) of turning
it into something readable.
The deciding factor was my
husband, Matt: not only had he
bought Charlie and Star for me, his
enthusiasm for the idea of writing a
book persuaded me to take a leap
into the unknown and become a
writer. My first book, A Tale of Two

Horses – a passion for free will teaching,

WIN

published by Hubble and Hattie
(www.hubbleandhattie.com), has
been such a pleasure to write that I
haven't looked back, and I am now
working on my second book.

Star happily responds to Kathie's voice.

A COPY OF KATHIE
GREGORY’S FIRST BOOK,
A TALE OF TWO HORSES!!

1. On what special occasion did Kathie receive her
wonderful surprise of two horses?

A. Wedding Anniversary
B. 40th Birthday
C. Christmas
D. Valentines

COMPETITION

2. What were the names of Kathie’s two new horses?

A. Charlie and Spots
B. Harry and Star
C. Charlie and Star
D. Jack and Bertie

3. True or False: Kathie works exclusively force-free
4. Name 2 positive changes that others noticed with
regards Kathie’s two horses
5. In 30 words or less explain why you would like a copy of
Kathie’s book and how it might help you and your horse.
NB: In entering into this competition you agree to allow your name to be
shown in the next issue. No information will be passed on to third parties.
You will win a copy of Kathie Gregory’s new book ‘A Tale of Two Horses - A
passion for free-will teaching’. Competition winner will be notified by email
soon after the closing date. Competition closing date is March 13th 2016.

l Visit
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http://www.hubbleandhattie.com/shop/HH4794/ to buy A Tale Of Two Horses.
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